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CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

The research have found and analyze multiple resources from various 

source. Every websites has its own advantage and disadvantage. Sciarium 

almost free, have the largest amount of resources, but has no feedback as 

how did the test been going for the user. YouTube also has a lot of resources 

and free of charge, but most of the content was not a practice, but tips and 

explanation content. Paid website like Toefl.id have lots of practice, 

however it require a considerable amount of money. 

This research also found that majority of the question are detailed 

information question and implication question. So putting some more effort 

to learn those kind of question is most likely to increase the chances to 

understand most question on the TOEFL test, hence increasing the score. 

B. Suggestion 

Researcher suggest to circulate this information to the student, 

especially English Education Department student. Because this information 

may be able to help them increase their TOEFL score and meet the minimum 

score requirement.  

Also, for student who want to enhance listening skill it is suggested to 

spend a lot of time listen to English spoken language. Lot of practice and 

exercise is required to enhance the listening skill. It’s highly suggested to 

start from YouTube and learn some tips and trick. 
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Start from Ahmad Permadi channel which is a channel that provide 

TOEFL content in Indonesia language with the most subscriber count 

among similar Indonesian TOEFL content provider channel. Then continue 

to watch English channel to further familiarize the ear with the language. 

Continue to purchase a tutor from TOEFL websites is highly 

recommended, Toefl.id can be the first option when short on money. But if 

bigger purchase is possible, BestMyTest is highly recommended. 

When further understanding is achieved, and confident has been build. 

Collecting content from Sciarium.com and conduct a self-test is highly 

recommended. Answer the test as usual then re conduct the test with normal 

or slowed speed while also revise the answer sheet, allowing further 

understanding of the test. 

For future researcher it is suggested to dig deeper into the addresses that 

this research collected and keep searching for new addresses on the digital 

platform because digital platform keep growing as time went by. So there is 

a huge possibility that there will be better website to get Toefl listening 

audio and learn from the audio. 

Also for better understanding, it is suggested that the sources gotten 

from the digital platform will be analyzed and if possible be deeply analyzed 

question by question especially the detailed information question and 

implication question which was the most frequent kind of question in 

listening section. So that the future generation can understand the listening 
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section and can perform a remarkable performance on the test. The listening 

section of TOEFL doesn’t have to be this scary. 

  


